
With strokes from four ceremonial pens, the Inelastic X-ray
Scattering Collaborative Development Team (IXS-CDT)
became the twenty-second research group to sign up for con-
struction of x-ray beamlines at Argonne National Laboratory’s
Advanced Photon Source
(APS). Only 5 of the 35
pairs of APS user beam-
lines await formal assign-
ment.

The September 15,
2003, Memorandum of
Understanding signing
ceremony formalized the
relationship between IXS-
CDT and the APS. APS
staff will construct the
IXS-CDT beamline at
sector 30 on the APS
experiment hall floor. The
IXS sector aims to be the
best in the world for
inelastic x-ray scattering,
a very important applica-
tion that takes full-advan-
tage of the brilliance from
third-generation synchro-
trons such as the APS.
IXS-CDT will have two
specialized spectrome-
ters: HERIX, a high-reso-
lution inelastic x-ray scattering instrument for studies of lattice
vibrations, and MERIX, a medium-resolution spectrometer for
electronic structure measurements.

The IXS-CDT members come both from the existing inelas-
tic x ray scattering community and from the broader scientific
community that would like to have access to such an instru-
ment. IXS planners believe that the “strength of IXS CDT lies in
this extremely broad scientific program ranging from con-
densed matter physics, to polymer science to biology, together
with the resources that the members bring to the consortium.”
Members of IXS come from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; Northeastern University; Princeton University;
State University of New York, Stony Brook; Stanford University;
University of Akron; University of California, San Diego;
University of Illinois at Chicago; University of Illinois at Urbana

Champaign; University of Tennessee; University Pennsylvania;
and Western Michigan University; the Argonne and Brookhaven
and Oak Ridge national laboratories; the Carnegie Institute of
Washington and the Albert Einstein College of Medicine; and

Lucent Bell Laboratories.
John Hill (Brookhaven

National Laboratory) is
the Executive Director of
IXS-CDT. Ercan Alp (ANL-
XFD) is the Managing
Director.

Murray Gibson,
Argonne Associate
Laboratory Director and
APS Director, welcomed
IXS-CDT to the growing
list of APS research
groups. “This is one of the
most exciting new devel-
opments at APS. By part-
nering with the outside
community, APS will par-
ticipate in building a state-
of-the-art capability that
will benefit the wider sci-
entific community. We are
committed to investing our
resources to make this
the best possible facility.”

Understanding the
dynamics of a material’s molecular system is crucial from a
number of perspectives. For researchers interested in hard-
condensed-matter, a given system is completely described by
the relaxed electronic state of molecules (called the “ground
state”) and the excitations from that ground state. From a soft
condensed matter perspective, the propagation of sound waves
and other density fluctuations determine the response of the
system to time-varying probes – a key aspect of the properties
of a material.

The CDT represents a new kind of partner-user arrange-
ment at the APS. It is similar to the more traditional collabora-
tive access team during the construction and commissioning
phases, but becomes an APS facility beamline during opera-
tions, open to competitive access by general and partner users.

IXS-CDT, APS Sign MOU for Sector 30

Pens at the ready, ANL Associate Laboratory Director and APS Director
Murray Gibson (left); John Hill (BNL), Executive Director of IXS-CDT;
ANL Deputy Laboratory Director Donald Joyce; and Miles Klein (U. of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), IXS-CDT Executive Board Chairman, pre-
pare to sign the IXS-CDT Memorandum of Understanding at a ceremony
held at the APS.
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